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Construction of TiO2@C@Prussian Blue core-shell nanorod arrays for
enhanced electrochromic switching speed and cycle stability
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In this study, a novel TiO2@C@Prussian Blue core-shell nanorod arrays film was constructed through twostep hydrothermal and electrodeposition methods. Such a designed structure could increase the specific
surface area, reactive site, and conductivity of Prussian Blue (PB) and reduce the diffusion distance of ions
due to the nano-architecture arrays of TiO2 and the high conductivity of the carbon layer, thus leading to the
remarkably improved storage capacity and reaction speed of ions during the electrochromic (EC) process of
PB. Moreover, porous morphology and strong adhesion on the FTO substrate of the TiO2 nanorod arrays
could alleviate the lattice stress and volume expansion and enhance the binding force, thus improving the
cycle stability of EC. Given these benefits, the TiO2@C@PB films display a large optical modulation range
(67%), fast switching speed (tc/tb = 1.25 s/2.71 s), and high coloration efficiency (129.4 cm2/C). In particular,
the EC cycle stability is remarkably improved (96.3% after 5000 cycles), implying a promising application in
high-performance EC devices (ECDs).
© 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Electrochromism is the phenomenon by which a material can
exhibit reversible and persistent optical properties with the applied
electric current or field [1,2]. The practical applications of ECDs range
from military camouflages, smart windows, and EC displays [3–5]. As
the most crucial component of ECDs, the EC materials determine the
essential function of ECDs. The traditional EC materials have been
classified into two categories including inorganic (e.g. WO3 [6], TiO2
[7], NiO [8], V2O5 [9] and PB [10]) and organic EC materials (e.g.
polythiophene [11], polyaniline [12], and viologen [13]). Compared
with organic EC materials, inorganic materials, possess higher cyclic,
chemical, and environmental stability [14]. Among them, PB, as a
promising candidate for practical application, exhibits color change
from blue (Prussian blue) to light green (Berlin green) and to
transparent on reduction (Prussian white) under the electrochromic
process [15,16]. However, PB still suffers from long switching time,
poor cycle stability and low coloration efficiency, due to its long
transport distance and poor adhesion. Chu et al. [17]. fabricated the
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PB nanocube film on FTO glasses through the hydrothermal method,
which displayed a high optical contrast of 2.35. However, the
switching time of the PB film (tc/tb = 5.5 s/9.0 s) is not fast enough,
thereby limiting its further practical application. This may be be
cause the dense film, which possesses a long transport distance,
restricts the rate of ions insertion/extraction. It is confirmed that the
EC phenomena of PB is attributable to the injection/extraction of
electrons and ions [18,19]. Therefore, the EC performance depends
on the ionic diffusion distance and electron transport efficiency. The
nano-architecture arrays design is an effective strategy to improve
EC properties, which promotes ionic diffusion by shortening ionic
transport distance [20,21]. The one-dimensional nanostructures (e.g.
ZnO nanorod [22], WO3 nanorod [23] and TiO2 nanorod [24]) have
been extensively employed as a candidate for the formation of nanoarchitecture arrays with porous structure. Moreover, the nano-ar
chitecture arrays with a high surface area could provide dense re
action sites and improve the ions storage capacity. Among them,
TiO2 nanorod arrays (TNRAs) have received wide attention due to
their outstanding chemical stability and strong binding force with
FTO substrate than ZnO and WO3. Cai et al. [25]. prepared TiO2@WO3
core/shell nanorod arrays by simple hydrothermal and electro
deposition methods. The results confirmed that the composite
film had a faster switching speed (tc/tb = 2.4 s/1.6 s) than pure WO3
(tc/tb = 5.0 s/5.2 s). Similarly, using TNRAs as the substrate can
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enhance the EC properties of PB. Chen et al. [26]. prepared ECD using
novel porous TiO2@PB core-shell films as EC layer. Compared with
the PB film, the TiO2@PB film core-shell structures exhibited an
excellent EC performance. Xu et al. [27]. reported that the PB/TNRA
film enhances the cycle stability and high coloration efficiency
compared with PB, but the switching time is still not significantly
improved. Although using TiO2 nanorod array structure as support
skeleton can improve the EC properties of the material, the electrical
conductivity of TiO2 is poor at room temperature, which seriously
hinders the transmission of electrons [28–30] and then increase the
switching time of the PB EC layer. Hence, it is necessary to build a
high-speed electron transport layer between FTO and PB. Carbon has
been extensively applied to energy storage, catalysis and sensing due
to its relatively inexpensive price, high electrical conductivity, ex
cellent chemical stability, and flexible surface chemistry [31–33].
Furthermore, introducing the C layer between FTO and PB can ef
fectively reduce the charge transfer resistance and promote the
electron transfer, thereby improving PB EC performance. Therefore,
to well display the PB EC performance, the multiple composite
structures based on carbon, titanium dioxide and PB needs to be
further explored.
Herein, we designed and constructed the TiO2@C@PB core-shell
nanorod arrays for efficient ECD through a two-step hydrothermal
and electrodeposition methods. Benefitting from the nanorod
porous array structure with a large specific surface area and the C
layer with high electrical conductivity, the TiO2@C@PB composite
film shows a large optical modulation range (67.1%), rapid switching
speed (tc/tb = 1.25 s/2.71 s), long cycling life (96.3% after 5000 cycles)
and high coloration efficiency (129.4 cm2/C).

The plating electrolyte was a mixed liquid, consisting of 10 mM K₃[Fe
(CN)₆], 10 mM FeCl3·6H2O and 50 mM KCl. The electrodeposition was
carried out at a constant potential value of − 0.4 V for 70 s. After the
deposition, the TiO2@C@PB electrode was rinsed with deionized
water and ethanol. For comparison, a pure PB electrode was de
posited on the FTO substrate with the same electrodeposition
method.
2.4. Structural characterization
The morphologies and crystal structures were obtained by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi S-4800) attached with
an energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS), transmission electron
microscopy (TEM, JEOL 2010EX) and X-ray diffraction patterns (XRD,
Bruker D8). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Thermo
Scientific K-Alpha instrument, USA) was used to analyze chemical
composition and valence states. Raman spectra were conducted on a
Renishaw Raman spectrometer using an excitation wavelength of
532 nm. The FT-IR spectrum was recorded using Shimadzu
IRPrestige-21.
2.5. Electrochemical measurements
Electrochemical measurements were executed by employing a
CHI 660E electrochemical workstation. The situ spectrum was ob
tained by a VIS-NIR fiber optic spectrometer working over the
300–1100 nm wavelength range (MAYA 2000-Pro, Ocean Optics) in
combination with an electrochemical workstation. All the electro
chemical characterizations were carried out in a 1 M LiClO4/PC
electrolyte solution at three electrodes system, where the working
electrode (WE) was the as-prepared EC film, the reference electrode
was an Ag wire and the counter electrode (CE) was a Pt wire.

2. Experimental section
2.1. Materials
Potassium ferricyanide (K₃[Fe(CN)₆]), Iron(III) chloride hexahy
drate (FeCl3·6H2O), Glucose (C6H12O6), Potassium chloride (KCl),
Perchlorate (LiClO4) and Propylene carbonate (C4H6O3) are the che
micals used in experiment, which were of analytical grade and
purchased from Aladdin (shanghai, China). Tetrabutyl titanate
(C16H36O4Ti), Ethanol (C2H6O), Chloroauric acid (HAuCl4) and
Hydrochloric acid (HCl) were analytical reagents, purchased from
Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. FTO coated glass (10 Ω/sq)
was provided from FOSHAN SHI YUAN JING MEI GLASS Co, Ltd.

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Structure and morphology
As presented in Fig. 1, the TiO2 nanorod arrays were grown on the
FTO substrate using hydrothermal methods at 150 ℃ for 4 h. Then,
the C layer was modified on TNRAs through the hydrothermal pro
cess again at 200 ℃ for 15 h. Finally, PB was coated to form the
TiO2@C@PB composite film through the electrodeposition methods
at room temperature.

2.2. Preparation of TiO2@C nanorod arrays
Firstly, according to the previous report [34], TiO2 nanorod films
were prepared on a fluorine-doped SnO2 (FTO) glass substrate
through hydrothermal method. 15 mL of hydrochloric acid and 375 μL
tetrabutyl titanate were dissolved in 15 mL of deionized water. The
mixture was stirred at room temperature until the liquid clarified.
Then, the clear solution was transferred to a 100 mL Teflon-lined
stainless steel autoclave. The FTO conducting glass substrate was
placed in a reactor with the conducting side facing down. Maintained
at 150 ℃ for 4 h, the TiO2 nanorod films were prepared by rinsing
three times with deionized water and ethanol and dried in ambient
air. Secondly, the as-prepared TiO2 nanorod arrays underwent another
hydrothermal process with a 3 mM glucose solution at 200 ℃ for 15 h.
After that, the prepared TiO2@C nanorod arrays were washed several
times with deionized water and dried at 70 ℃ for 12 h.
2.3. Preparation of TiO2@C@PB films
The PB was coated on the TiO2@C nanorod arrays through elec
trodeposition, potentiostatic mode, in a two-electrode system with
TiO2@C/FTO as working electrode and a Pt plate as counter electrode.

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration for the synthesis process of TiO2@C@PB film.
2
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Fig. 2. Top-view SEM images of (a) TiO2, (b) TiO2@C, (c) TiO2@C@PB. (d) TEM image of TiO2@C@PB film.

The morphologies of the TiO2, TiO2@C and TiO2@C@PB film were
explored by SEM and TEM in Fig. 2 and Fig. S1a. Notably, TiO2 na
norods are uniformly aligned on the FTO substrates with high den
sity and possess a large number of pores. The rectangular crosssection of TiO2 is clean and smooth with an average length and
diameter of ~676 nm and ~74 nm respectively. Except for the rough
surface, the morphologies (top and cross-sectional views) of TiO2@C
film are not remarkably changed after coating C layer (Fig. 2b and
Fig. S1b). After electrochemical deposition, the PB uniformly modi
fies the surface of TiO2 @C nanorod, and the vertical alignment and
porous structure are inherited from the TNRAs (Fig. 2c and Fig. S1c).
The TiO2@C@PB core-shell nanorods exhibit a cylindrical shape and
the average diameter is ~130 nm. Due to the modification of the C
and PB layers, the diameter of nanorods increases significantly. The
enormous surface area of porous structure accelerates the penetra
tion of electrolytes into the PB EC layer. It could be confirmed from
Fig. S2 that the TiO2@C@PB showed a BET surface area of 62 m2g−1,
and main porous diameter of 53.5 nm. The TiO2@C@PB nanorod ar
rays possess a thinner ion transport layer and shorten the ion dif
fusion distance in comparison with dense PB film, which is essential
for speeding up the kinetics of EC reaction. The detail structural
features of TiO2@C@PB nanorods are further verified by TEM ana
lysis. Fig. 2d and S1d presents the average diameter of the C layer
and PB shell of 2.5 and 25 nm respectively, which is consistent with
SEM observations. The enlarged TEM images (Fig. 2d) confirm the
formation of a core-shell structure with an intact interface rather
than a simple mixed one, which further illustrates the good contact
between the C layer and the PB shell that facilitates the interfacial
electron transport. It can be seen that the main elements existed in

the TiO2@C@PB film are Fe, Ti, C and O (Fig. S3). The chemical
composition of TiO2@C@PB film is shown in Table S1. As shown in
Fig. S4a-b, the pristine PB film comprises small particles with an
average thickness of 170 nm. It is clear in Fig. S4c-d that the PB
uniformly was coated on the entire surface of TiO2 nanorods and the
vertical alignment was inherited from the TNRAs.
The crystalline structures of PB, TiO2, TiO2@PB and TiO2@C@PB
film were investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD), as shown in
Fig. 3a. Except for the diffraction peaks of FTO glasses, other dif
fraction peaks can well correspond to the tetragonal rutile TiO2
(JCPDS card no. 21–1276) and PB (JCPDS card no. 01–0239) [35,36],
and no other composite peaks are found. The results indicated that
the phase structure of PB and TiO2 was not changed after the C
coating. To further demonstrate the successful preparation of
TiO2@C@PB composite film, the FTIR spectra were acquired within
the wavelength range of 500–2000 cm−1, as shown in Fig. S5. In the
case of PB, TiO2@PB and TiO2@C@PB, two strong vibrational bands
around 2058 cm−1 and 604 cm−1 confirm the C^N and Fe-C
stretching vibration in PB respectively [37,38]. Apparently the strong
band at 491 cm−1 is attributed to the Ti-O-Ti deformation vibrations
[39]. It is clear that the weak peak is observed at 1610 cm−1, meaning
the O-H stretching vibration of the water in the framework [40]. The
unnecessary peak at 1415 cm−1 is assigned to the C-H stretching
vibration. The TiO2@C@PB composite film contains all the IR peaks of
PB and TiO2, which proves the successful synthesis of compo
site films.
To further confirm the existence of the C layer in the TiO2@C@PB
composite film, Raman spectroscopy was recorded as a direct ef
fective tool to detect C. Fig. 3b exhibits the Raman spectroscopy of
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Fig. 3. (a) XRD pattern of TiO2, PB, TiO2@PB and TiO2@C@PB film. (b) Raman spectra of TiO2@PB and TiO2@C@PB film. XPS spectra of (c) Fe 2p and (d) N 1 s of TiO2@C@PB film.

PB, TiO2@PB and TiO2@C@PB composite films. The obvious peaks at
2153 cm−1 are attributed to the stretching mode of the C-N group in
Fe2+-CN-Fe3+. The strong peaks at 1402 cm−1 and 1610 cm−1 can be
related to the lattice defects and stretching vibrations of C atoms in
G respectively [41]. Hence, the Raman spectroscopy confirmed the
existence of the C layer and the formation of PB and TiO2 in TiO2@C@
PB composite film. The C layer can enhance electrical conductivity
and promote the transmission of electrons. To investigate the surface
elemental composition and valence state of the TiO2@C@PB com
posite film, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was further
performed. The obvious peaks of Fe 2p, C 1 s, N 1 s, and O 1 s can be
displayed in the XPS full spectrum (Fig. S6a). The Fe 2p XPS spectrum
exhibits the two main components at 709.7 eV and 710.2 eV in
Fig. 3c, corresponding to the Fe2+ and Fe3+ respectively. Furthermore,
the N 1 s XPS spectrum is mainly separated into two peaks at 398.4
and 399.6 eV corresponding to the N in the cyanide groups bonded
to Fe2+ and Fe3+, as shown in Fig. 3d. The XPS spectrum of C 1 s can
be divided into three peaks of 284.7, 285.6, and 288.4 eV, which can
be related to C-C, C^N, and C]O bonds respectively (Fig. S6b). In
addition, the Ti 2p peak was not detected in the composite film due
to the cover of thick PB film on the surface. These results confirm
that the TiO2@C@PB nanorod arrays can be successfully constructed
on the FTO substrate.

potential region of − 0.6 and 0.6 V at a scan rate of 20 mV/s (Fig. 4a).
It is obvious that the TiO2 has no obvious redox peaks, indicating
that TNRAs play a scaffold role and has no electrochemical activity
in composite film [42]. All films exhibit a couple of redox peaks,
which are assigned to the reversible discoloration reactions be
tween PB and Prussian white (PW). The TiO2@C@PB film displays
the highest current density and largest peak area, indicating that
enhanced ion capacity can be attributed to the large surface area.
Moreover, the potential separation of TiO2@C@PB film between the
oxidation and reduction peaks is the smallest, which indicates that
the TiO2@C@PB films have better reaction reversibility [43]. Fig. 4b
shows the optical transmittance spectra of as-prepared films in
colored and bleached states in the wavelength range of
450–1100 nm, applying the potential step of 0.5 V for coloration
and − 0.5 V for bleaching, 20 s for each state. The transmittance
modulation ranges of the TiO2@C@PB film reaches about 67% at
700 nm while that of TiO2@PB and PB films reaches 65% and 61%
respectively. The larger optical modulation range can be enhanced
mainly because TiO2@C@PB composite film with a large surface
area has more reaction sites and improve the number of ions in
serted into EC electrodes. However, the electrochemical reaction
can only occur at the surface of the dense PB film, hence the optical
modulation range is reduced. Moreover, the anti-reflection struc
ture of the TiO2 nanorod arrays is also an important cause [44],
which can be confirmed by the reflection spectrum at an incident
angle of 90° (Fig. S7). Therefore, it is feasible to employ TiO2@C@PB
composite film as an EC layer to integrate ECDs with a large optical
modulation range, as confirmed in Fig. S8.

3.2. Electrochromic performance of the samples
In order to study the electrochemical behavior of TiO2, PB,
TiO2@PB and TiO2@C@PB films, the CV curves are tested in the
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Fig. 4. (a) Cyclic voltammetry curves of the TiO2, PB, TiO2@PB and TiO2@C@PB film measured in 1 M LiClO4/PC solution. (b) Optical transmittance spectra of PB, TiO2@PB and
TiO2@C@PB film in the range of 450–1100 nm.

The switching times of the pure PB, TiO2@PB and TiO2@C@PB
films is studied by chronoamperometry (CA) curves at the potential
step of ± 0.5 V for 20 s and the corresponding in-situ transmittance
response of the films at the wavelength of 700 nm is shown in
Fig. 5a-c. The coloring/bleaching times are 2.01 s/4.26 s, 1.43 s/3.62 s
and 1.25 s/2.71 s for the PB, TiO2@PB and the TiO2@C@PB film, re
spectively. Apparently, the response speed of the TiO2@C@PB com
posite film is the highest, indicating its fast kinetics of
electrochemical reactions. This may be due to the fact that the
porous array structure of TiO2 nanorod shortens the ions and elec
trons transport distance and improves the switching speed. In ad
dition, the C layer in TiO2@C@PB composite films improves the

electron transfer between PB and TiO2 nanorod and enhances the
redox reaction speed of the conversion between Fe2+ and Fe3+. To
further investigate the enhanced rate capability, electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed on PB,
TiO2@PB and TiO2@C@PB films in a frequency range from 0.01 Hz to
100 kHz (Fig. 5d) at open circuit voltage. The impedances of the
three samples are made up of a semicircle in high frequency regions
and an inclined line in low frequency regions. It is well-know that
the high frequency semicircle corresponds to the charge transfer
impedance on the electrode/electrolyte interface while the inclined
line in low frequency region belongs to the ion diffusion process
within the electrodes [45,46]. It is obvious that the TiO2@C@PB

Fig. 5. The situ transmittance curves of (a) PB, (b) TiO2@PB and (c) TiO2@C@PB film at 700 nm. (d) Nyquist plots in the frequency range of 0.01 Hz to 100 MHz. (e) Slope of the plots
of Z′ against ω−1/2.
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Fig. 6. Cycle performance of the (a) PB, (b) TiO2@PB and (c) TiO2@C@PB film at 700 nm wavelength. OD variation with respect to the charge density for (d) PB, (e) TiO2@PB and (f)
TiO2@C@PB film.

composite film displays the smallest charge transfer impedance and
the fastest ion diffusion among the films, verifying its fast ions or
electrons transfer which can accelerate the redox reaction speed
between PB and PW. Furthermore, the typical equivalent circuit for
all electrodes to simulate the EIS plots is shown in Fig. S9 where the
R1 value of the TiO2@C@PB electrode is 55.5 Ω, which is the smallest.
In addition, the lithium ion diffusion coefficient (DLi) in the EC
electrode could be calculated by the following formulas [47]:

DLi =

improvement of cycling stability can be explained that the porous
structure could be attributed to the porous structure which could
alleviate internal strain and decrease the volume variation. In ad
dition, the strong binding force between TiO2 nanorod and FTO glass
improves the electrochemical durability of the TiO2@C@PB compo
site film. It can be confirmed from the SEM in Fig. S10 that the PB
films are obviously shed after 400 cycles and the TiO2@C@PB com
posite films are not change appreciably after 5000 cycle tests.
Coloration efficiency (CE) as a critical parameter for selecting an
EC material, represents the change in the optical density (OD) per
unit of inserted charge (Q). The CE values of the EC films were
analysed and calculated by the following formulas [48]:

R2T2
2A2n4F 4C2 2

Z = Rs + R1 +

(1)
1/2

(2)

CE =

Where R and T are the gas constant and the room absolute tem
perature in an electrochemical test respectively, A is electrode area, n
is the number of electrons during the reaction, F is Faraday constant,
C is the concentration of Li+, Z′ is the Warburg impedance and σ is the
Warburg factor. The relationships between Z′ and ω−1/2 of all samples
are shown in Fig. 5e. The lithium ion diffusion coefficients DLi of PB,
TiO2@PB and TiO2@C@PB are 4.660 × 10−13, 5.124 × 10−12 and
1.854 × 10−11 cm2/s respectively. It is demonstrated that the structure
of TiO2@C@PB core-shell nanorod arrays possess a large ion diffusion
coefficient and can promote the EC response.
The EC cycle life as an important parameter for evaluating a
practical application of EC film was recorded by applying the po
tential steps of ± 0.5 V for 10 s Fig. 6 shows the typical transmittance
responses of the dense PB, TiO2@PB and TiO2@C@PB composite film.
Noticeably, the TiO2@C@PB film sustains a modulation range of
64.6% after 5000 cycles, while the transmittance modulation of the
TiO2@PB film decayed to about 48.1% after 5000 cycles and the pure
PB film exhibits a transmittance modulation of 15.8% after 300 cy
cles. Furthermore, the TiO2@C@PB composite film maintained the
decreased rate of optical contrast without any sharp decline. Such

OD/Q

(3)

OD = log (Tb/TC )

(4)

Where Tb and Tc are the transmittance of the film in bleached and
colored states, respectively. Q represents the charge capacity. The CE
values were extracted by the slope of tangent line of the curve.
Compared with pure PB (98.7 cm2/C) and TiO2@PB (118.8 cm2/C), the
TiO2@C@PB film (129.4 cm2/C) has an about 1.3 times CE value of
pure PB film (Fig. 6d-f), corresponding to the outstanding EC per
formances mentioned above. The comparison between TiO2@C@PB
and other works is shown in Table S2.
The enhanced EC performance of the TiO2@C@PB core-shell na
norod arrays film is obviously attributed to the following features:
First, the TNRAs with strong adhesion to the substrate serve as the
scaffold, providing robust support for the structural integrity.
Second, the porous structure of TNRAs can alleviate internal strain
and decrease the volume variation. Third, as schematically demon
strated in Fig. 7b, the PB evenly grown on the TNRAs substantially
increases the surface area of the film, which makes the TNRAs
structure accessible to a larger contact between the electrolyte and
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Fig. 7. The model of electron transfer for (a) PB, (b)TiO2@PB and (c) TiO2@C@PB film.

film, thus providing more reaction sites for ion storage during the EC
process. Fourth, a thinner PB layer on the TNRAs than the dense PB
film (Fig. 7a) shortens the ion diffusion distance and accelerates the
electrochemical reaction. Lastly, as a bridge between the FTO glass
and PB layer, the C layer accelerates the electron transfer and re
duces the charge transfer resistance, as shown in Fig. 7c. The large
ion capacity, low charge transfer resistance, short ionic diffusion
distance and excellent cycling stability, together with the stable
structure of PB lead to significantly improved EC performance of the
composite film.
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